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ABSTRACT
Miners of a blockchain exchange information about blocks and
transactions with one another via a peer-to-peer (P2P) network.
The speed at which they learn of new blocks and transactions in the
network determines the likelihood of forks in the chain, which in
turn has implications for the efficiency as well as security of proof-
of-work (PoW) blockchains. Despite the importance of information
propagation delays in a blockchain’s peer-to-peer network, little is
known about them. The last known empirical study was conducted,
for instance, by Decker and Wattenhofer in 2013 [11].

In this paper, we revisit the work of Decker and Wattenhofer on
information propagation delays in Bitcoin. We update their mea-
surement methodology to accommodate the changes made to the
P2P network protocols since 2013. We also expand our measure-
ment effort to include three other widely used blockchains, namely
Bitcoin Cash, Litecoin, and Dogecoin. We reveal that block propa-
gation delays have drastically reduced since 2013: The majority of
peers in all four blockchains learn of a newly mined block within
one second; the likelihood of forks is, consequently, low. Though
blockchains networks have become quite efficient (i.e., have low
delays), we observe that a significant number of nodes of these
blockchains are present in cloud-provider networks and, more im-
portantly, state-owned network providers; such deployments have
crucial security implications for blockchains.

1 INTRODUCTION
In a permissionless, proof-of-work (PoW) blockchain, anyminer can
extend the chain by mining a new block on top of the most recently
added block on the chain. Miners mine a block by compiling a set
of transactions that are not included in a prior block and solving
a cryptographic puzzle. Miners, hence, have to learn two pieces
of information: (a) the most recent block added to the chain and
(b) the transactions issued by users. They learn this information
from one another by forming a peer-to-peer (P2P) network. Peers
advertise and relay to others any new block or transaction that they
recently learned. In this paper, we measure the speed at which this
information propagates on the P2P network, since the propagation
delays have crucial implications for the efficiency of blockchains.
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A delay in learning about a newly added block to the chain
translates to a likelihood that a miner will continue extending a
“stale” chain: The miner may not append after the recently added
block, since they are not yet aware of this block. Eventually the
miner learns the missed update and all blocks on the stale chain
are thrown away. Such disagreements between miners concerning
what constitutes the chain at any point of time are referred to as
forks. While forks cause the chain to branch, one of the branches
eventually becomes the longest. Miners typically follow this longest
chain (i.e., the one with most blocks), and all other branches are
simply discarded. Although forks might occur due to mining being
a stochastic process (e.g., more than one miner might mine a block
at any given time), delays exacerbate the issue. Delays prolong
the time for which the forks remain unresolved and, hence, likely
increase the amount of “wasted” work [11].

Besides lowering the efficiency of blockchains, forks also have
security implications [32]. Prior work on attacks on blockchains
(e.g., [13]) typically assume that the miners have consensus. Forks
imply, however, a lack of consensus among miners concerning the
longest chain, and they reduce the fraction of miners with whom
the attacker has to contend. Said differently, delays introduce forks
that in turn decrease the threshold hash rate that an attacker needs
for mounting a successful attack. Despite the implications of delays
for the efficiency and security of blockchains, the topic has not
received much attention from the community. The last empirical
study, for instance, was conducted nearly a decade ago [11].

In this paper, we revisit the measurement study of Decker and
Wattenhofer on information propagation delays in Bitcoin [11].
We updated their measurement methodology to account for the
significant changes in the underlying (blockchain) P2P protocols
since that study. We show that information propagation delays
have substantially reduced since the decade-old study. We also
expanded our study by including three more blockchains, namely
Bitcoin Cash, Litecoin, and Dogecoin. These blockchains share a
common code base with Bitcoin. Differences in observations across
the blockchains should, therefore, primarily stem from differences
in the infrastructure (e.g., where miners are located and how they
peer with one another). We measure the information propagation
delays across these blockchains and highlight that these networks
are, typically, quite efficient (i.e., have low delays) today.We analyze
potential factors that have enabled such efficient networks and find
that some of the changes have crucial security implications. A non-
trivial fraction of the peers (or nodes) are, for instance, deployed
in networks owned or operated by nation states: They are, hence,
highly vulnerable to regulatory changes (e.g., a ban on mining-
related activities) enacted by nation states.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the three different ways in which blocks may be propagated over a blockchain’s P2P network.

We summarize our contributions as follows.
★ We measure the information propagation delays for both

blocks and transactions in the four blockchain-based applications
(§3). Our measurements reveal that the majority of the peers in all
four blockchains learn of a new block within a second.

★We analyze each of the four P2P networks and share insights
into the deployment of the peers (§4). We find that a non-trivial
fraction of peers are (a) hosted on cloud service providers and (b)
present in networks owned by state-owned network operators.
Such deployment scenarios have crucial security implications for
the blockchains and their users.

We have made the scripts and artifacts used in this study publicly
available for supporting reproducible research [14]. Lastly, although
we focus on cryptocurrencies, our measurement approach and
inferences apply broadly to blockchains.

2 THE MECHANICS OF INFORMATION
PROPAGATION

Below, we briefly discuss how the participants or nodes of a
blockchain establish a P2P network and learn of blocks and trans-
actions from one another. We use the term “node” to refer to the
infrastructure run by a miner, or a validator (who only verifies the
correctness of a block or transaction, but performs no mining), or a
“casual” observer (who neither validates nor mines). The mechanics
of information propagation in the P2P network are similar across
all blockchains, except for some minor configuration details. We
omit discussing these minor details to simplify the exposition.

The participants or nodes of a blockchain peer with one another
to form a P2P network. When a node first joins the network, it does
not know of any peers.1 To find potential peers, the node either
queries special DNS servers (or “seeds”) that return a random set of
other nodes or simply uses a set of predetermined or “hard coded”
nodes in the network. The node may also connect to other reach-
able nodes, i.e., nodes that accept incoming connections, typically
excluding those behind firewalls or network address translation
(NAT) servers. After connecting with a peer, the node either proac-
tively solicits the peer or passively listens to it for announcements
of IP addresses of other peers. A node can peer, by default, with a
maximum of 128 other nodes. Eight of these peerings are outgoing,
initiated by the node itself, while the remainder are incoming. The

1In the rest of this paper, we use the terms ‘peer’ and ‘node’ interchangeably to refer
collectively to both the user and their infrastructure.

manner in which peerings are established has no bearing on the
interactions.

The peers communicate with one another via a P2P network
protocol, which defines the message formats and interaction rules.
Of these, we focus only on the subset of details pertaining to the
exchange of blocks and transactions. The (Bitcoin) P2P protocol de-
scribes three messages for exchanging information on transactions
and blocks: INV, HEADERS, and CMPCTBLOCK. When a node learns
of a new block or transaction, it originally announced its hash in
an INV message to its peers. Since 2017, the preferred method of
announcing new blocks is, however, via HEADERS messages. The
HEADERS are similar to INVmessages, but contain only a list of block
hashes, thereby separating the announcement of transactions and
blocks. Lastly, CMPCTBLOCK carries a single block hash and a concise
representation of the transactions contained in the block. The INV
message is used primarily to relay transactions, while a small set
of peers opt to use the CMPCTBLOCK messages.

Regardless of the message type used, the nodes follow a gossip
protocol to disseminate information. When a node mines a block
or creates a transaction, it will advertise this block or transaction
to its peers. Upon reception a peer may request the full block or
transaction (in case, it is the first time the peer learns of the item)
and verify it. After verification, the process repeats: The peer re-
advertises the block or transaction to other peers. Each peers works
independently and maintains a local replica of the longest chain
as well as pending transactions (i.e., those not yet included in any
block), thus keeping the system decentralized.

Bitcoin, originally, defined only one method for block propa-
gation (Part 1 of Fig. 1) [28]. When a node receives a block that
does not exist in its local replica of the blockchain, it would verify
this block in its entirety before re-advertising it to its peers. Every
node, working independently, will re-verify the block, prior to re-
advertising it. This verification process, hence, adds delays to the
propagation of the block.

The introduction of compact blocks aimed at reducing such de-
lays. The key benefit of compact blocks over regular blocks is that in
case of the former a peer uses the CMPCTBLOCK message (instead of
the BLOCK message), which is much smaller in size than the BLOCK
message. The receiving peer may have to issue, however, additional
requests to retrieve details of transactions in the block. Compact
blocks also introduce two new block propagation methods (Parts 2
and 3 of Fig. 1). When a node signals its intent to receive compact
blocks to its peer, that peer will not wait until block verification is
complete to re-advertise that block. This optimization reduces the
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Table 1: The sequence of blocks gathered and the number of
reachable nodes observed in measurements obtained from four
different blockchains.

Blockchain Start block End block #reachable

Bitcoin 685,000 691,500 9500
Bitcoin Cash 689,500 696,500 1000
Litecoin 2,060,000 2,085,000 1300
Dogecoin 3,745,000 3,800,000 1300

delays in block propagation at the risk of advertising invalid blocks.
A node can, however, explicitly indicate to receive only verified
(compact) blocks ( 3 of Fig. 1) to mitigate such risks. Unsurpris-
ingly, the downside of this approach is that it adds an extra round
trip (for soliciting the compact block), which in turn increases the
propagation delays.

Given these substantial changes in how peers exchange infor-
mation about blocks or transactions, prior measurement efforts,
notably Decker et al. [11], need to be extended to gather, parse,
and analyze the new message types as well as to accomodate the
protocol changes.

3 INFORMATION PROPAGATION DELAYS
We estimate the information propagation delays between nodes in
a blockchain’s P2P network (similar to [11]) as follows. Suppose
that a new block 𝑏 is first announced by a peer 𝑝0 at some point
in time 𝑡0. Assume that 𝑡0 is the earliest announcement of 𝑏 in
the network. When another peer 𝑝𝑖 also advertises this block at
time (𝑡𝑖 ), we measure the time elapsed between 𝑡0, when peer 𝑝0
announced the block, and 𝑡𝑖 , when peer 𝑝𝑖 re-announced that block.
This elapsed time then approximates the block propagation delay
between the two concerned peers. By repeating this measurement
for every subsequent peer that we observe re-announcing the block
𝑏, we estimate the block propagation delays over the P2P network.

To observe the block announcements and record timestamps
of the announcements, we configured an observer node to join
the P2P network, similar to prior work [11]. For each blockchain,
we used the same software implementation for the observer that
is typically used by other nodes in that blockchain. We use, for
instance, Bitcoin Core, Bitcoin Cash Node, Litecoin Core, andDogecoin
Core implementations to study the propagation delays in Bitcoin,
Bitcoin Cash, Litecoin, and Dogecoin, respectively.

Wemodified the observer node as follows.We changed the source
code to ensure that the observer cannot perform any mining; it also
does not validate any block or transaction. In each blockchain,
the observer connects to as many peers as reachable on the P2P
network; the only constraints are those defined by the underlying
hardware and our network infrastructure. The observer logs each
block or transaction that it receives along with the time it received
that block or transaction and the IP address of the peer from whom
it received that information. We processed these logs and persisted
them in a simple relational database backend for further analyses.
Unlike the prior work that collected only INVmessages, we tailored
our approach to gather, process, and analyze the HEADERSmessages
and CMPCTBLOCK messages. We also processed INV messages to
estimate transaction propagation delays.

Table 2: Median and mean of block propagation delays (in
seconds) observed in the four different blockchains.

Blockchain Median delay Mean delay

Bitcoin 0.454 4.064
Bitcoin Cash 0.125 0.672
Litecoin 0.081 0.651
Dogecoin 0.181 1.693

3.1 Overview of Data Sets
We measured (via the observer nodes) the P2P networks of the
four different blockchains for a period of 50 days. We observed a
varying number of blocks across the four blockchains (Tab. 1), since
the block generation times of these blockchains significantly differ
from one another. Furthermore, since we customized the observer
nodes to remove any connection limits, we observed a large number
of peers over the course of the study period—much larger than that
we would have observed had we limited ourselves to using the
implementations with default configurations.

Of all the four networks, Bitcoin boasts the highest number of
reachable peers, nearly 8-times than that observed in any other
network. Despite there being a thousand or more reachable nodes,
at any given point of time the observer nodes remained peered
only with a subset of other nodes, presumably because of the high
churn rate of nodes in the network. The observer nodes still si-
multaneously peered with a substantial fraction of the reachable
nodes—varying from 26% in case of Bitcoin Cash to as high as 46%
in case of Dogecoin—at many times during the course of this study.
Ethical concerns. Although we gather the IP addresses of peers in
the P2P network, this information is publicly available to anyone
joining the network. We also do not try to deanonymize the users
behind the IP addresses. We do not, hence, raise any ethical issues.

3.2 Block propagation delays
Block propagation delays in Bitcoin have reduced substantially
(Fig. 2) since the measurement effort of Decker et al [11]. We plot
the normalized histograms of block propagation delays in Fig. 2, to
approximate the probability distributions of the delays, in the four
different blockchains. Per Fig. 2a, the median delay in Bitcoin is only
0.454 s, which is more than an order of magnitude lower than the
6.5 s delay observed in 2013 [11]. The low median delay in Bitcoin
also matches the observations from another recent study [17]. The
mean delay of approximately 4.1 s is, however, an order of magni-
tude higher than the median, indicating a long-tailed distribution:
5% of the nodes received new blocks, for instance, later than 15.8 s.
The observed mean delay is still much lower than the mean of 12.6 s
observed in the prior work.

The delays for propagating blocks between peers is also quite
small in the other three blockchains (Fig. 2): The majority of nodes
in all of these networks were able to learn of a new block within
one second. The delays were lowest in Litecoin with a median of
0.08 s and 0.65 s in the mean. Of these three blockchains, Dogecoin
experienced the longest delays with a median delay of 0.181 s, albeit
that median delay is still more than twice smaller than that of
Bitcoin. Unlike Bitcoin, the delay distributions for Litecoin and
Bitcoin Cash do not exhibit significantly long tails: 97% and 95%
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Figure 2: Normalized histograms of block propagation delays in the P2P networks of different blockchains. The delays are generally
quite low among all networks, and those in Bitcoin are substantially smaller than observed in prior work [11].

of nodes in Litecoin and Bitcoin Cash, respectively, received new
blocks within one second. Dogecoin is an outlier among these
relatively new cryptocurrencies: In addition to having the largest
median block propagation delay, it also exhibits a long-tailed delay
distribution, with 5% of the nodes in its network taking more than
3.2 s to learn of a new block.

3.3 Musings on Delays
Blockchains have significantly evolved, since thework of theDecker
et al. [11]. In this section, we discuss a few key changes or factors
that have facilitated the low block propagation delays in the P2P
networks of blockchains.

Fast relay networks are, undoubtedly, among the top enablers
of low-latency (or delay) P2P networks. A (fast) relay network is
an overlay network of nodes that is optimized for low-latency,
by placing the nodes in strategic locations around the world and
connecting them with one another via low-latency communication
channels and/or protocols. A blockchain node can join such a relay
to reduce the time it takes to learn of new blocks and transactions.
The Fast Internet Bitcoin Relay Network (FIBRE) [7], for instance,
is a relay for Bitcoin, and miners have been known to utilize this
relay network for discovering new blocks as quickly as possible.
Prior work has shown that such relay networks can substantially
reduce the median propagation times [31].

The introduction of compact blocks in 2016, through the Bitcoin
Improvement Proposal (BIP) 152 [8], was also aimed at reducing
propagation delays. The proposal allowed nodes to re-advertise
blocks prior to completing verification. Simulations using Sim-
Block [27] found that compact blocks may reduce propagation
times by up to 90%, although more conservative estimates indicate
a maximum reduction of 20% [26]. Most blockchains, including the
four we studied, have adopted compact blocks.

Increases in network bandwidths also, unsurprisingly, reduces
the block propagation delays. To estimate the increase in network
bandwidths since 2013, we use the “State of the Internet” report
from Akamai, one of the world’s largest content delivery networks
(CDNs). Per the Akamai report, the average Internet bandwidth
in 2013 was around 8 to 9Mbps in developed countries such as
United States and Germany [4]. Such countries also host a large
fraction of the nodes in different blockchains (discussed later in §4).
The global average then was 3.6Mbps. Today the average world-
wide network bandwidth is approximately 100Mbps, exhibiting a
more than ten-fold increase compared to 2013, with an even larger
average of 150Mbps for some developed countries [2]. The average

Table 3: Block generation times and forks observed in different
blockchains compared with the analytically predicted values.

Blockchain #forks % Pb Fork rate (%)

Bitcoin 1 0.015 705.759 0.576
Bitcoin Cash 1 0.014 629.365 0.106
Litecoin 8 0.032 156.151 0.417
Dogecoin 70 0.127 63.300 2.660

block sizes in Bitcoin have, however, increased nearly by a factor of
three, from 500 KB in 2013 to about 1.5MB in 2021. Size of blocks in
other blockchains are, however, much smaller than that in Bitcoin,
with Bitcoin Cash having the largest blocks at 600 KB. The large
increases in network bandwidths coupled with relatively small
block sizes may also explain the low propagation delays.

3.4 Blockchain forks
Forks occur when two blocks of the same height are mined and
propagated across the network at the same time. For honest miners,
forks should only occur if they continuemining a block𝐵 of heightℎ
while another valid block 𝐵′ of same height is still being propagated
across the network, and they are not yet aware of it. Once a miner
becomes aware of a block that extends the blockchain, they will
accept this block into their own local replica of the chain and begin
mining atop this block. Therefore, a correlation exists between the
propagation delays in the P2P network and the amount of forks
experienced by the blockchain network. More precisely, the longer
it takes for a block to disseminate through the network, the higher
the chance that a miner mines another block of the same height.

In Tab. 3, we show the fork rates that we measured in the dif-
ferent blockchains via our observer nodes. Our nodes observed
roughly 27%, 30%, 42%, and 46% of all reachable nodes in Bitcoin,
Bitcoin Cash, Litecoin, and Dogecoin, respectively. While the lack
of complete network coverage implies that the observed fork rates
may not be completely accurate, they nevertheless offer a reason-
able approximation of the current fork rates. Our estimates indicate
that the number of forks is low (second column, Tab. 3), with fork
rates between 0.014% and 0.127%. The low fork rates are also corrob-
orated by prior work that examined the fork rates in Bitcoin [30],
which also found a drastic drop in fork rates since 2017 and loosely
correlate the observation to a reduction in the observed propaga-
tion delays. These low fork rates may certainly be due to the low
propagation delays: With blocks being shared quickly across the
network, there is little time for a miner to mine a conflicting block.
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Figure 3: Normalized histogram of the transaction propagation delays for each blockchain. The delays observed here are consider-
ably larger than the block propagation delays, taking several seconds for 50% of nodes to receive a transaction. (b) The delays in
Bitcoin Cash are an anomaly, being considerably faster than those in other blockchain. Most nodes here receive a transaction
within the first second.

We checked our observed rates against the model from [11]:

𝑃𝑟 [𝐹 ≥ 1] = 1 − (1 − 𝑃𝑏 )
∫ ∞
0 (1−𝑓 (𝑡 )) 𝑑𝑓

where 𝑃𝑏 is the time to find a block, 𝑓 (𝑡) is the expected value
of informed nodes (i.e., nodes that have learned of the new block
or transaction) at time 𝑡 , and 𝐹 is a discrete random variable that
counts the number of conflicting blocks being found. We used the
block generation times observed during our study for 𝑃𝑏 and the
mean of the propagation delays to estimate how fast nodes learn
about a block. The model reported larger fork rates than those we
observed (Tab. 3). While the discrepancies may simply be due to
the lack of complete network coverage, another likely factor might
be that hashing power is not equally distributed across nodes in
the network, which is a key assumption in the above model; com-
putational resources are often clustered in mining pools [1]. Even
if we use the model’s fork rates as worst-case estimates, we find
that they are generally quite low, ranging from 0.106% to 0.576% for
Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, and Litecoin. The model reports, however,
larger rates for Dogecoin at 2.660%. The high fork rate in Dogecoin
likely stems from two key factors: (a) its low block generation time
and (b) its slightly larger distribution of propagation delays (com-
pared to the rest). The combination of these two factors makes it
highly likely for a new block to be mined while another is still being
propagated by nodes across the network. The empirically observed
fork rates as well as those predicted by the model, regardless of
the minor discrepancies, seem to suggest that the networks are
relatively resistant to blockchain forks.

We utilize the block generation time and the fork rates to esti-
mate, furthermore, how the delays reduce the effective computa-
tional or hashing power, 𝑐 , of the network as follows:

𝑐 = 1 −
∫ ∞

0
(1 − 𝑓 (𝑡)) 𝑑 𝑓 · 𝑃−1

𝑏

We then halve the effective hashing power to compute a sim-
ple security threshold (of majority hashing power). Any miner or
mining pool possessing more hashing power than this security
threshold could have a far reaching influence on both their earn-
ings as well as the revenue of other miners or mining pools. The
existence of one or more miners or mining pools with such sub-
stantial hashing power has, therefore, crucial security and fairness
implications (refer [24]). The security thresholds per our analyses
are quite high for Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, and Litecoin, suggesting

Table 4:Median and mean transaction propagation delays (in
seconds) observed in the four different blockchains.

Cryptocurrency Median delay (s) Mean delay (s)

Bitcoin 6.356 10.062
Bitcoin Cash 0.461 0.892
Litecoin 4.268 6.116
Dogecoin 4.339 10.700

that the information propagation delays do not have a profound
impact. Even Dogecoin, which has the lowest effective computa-
tional power out of all the blockchains we studied, lower than that
observed in Bitcoin in 2013 [11], still has a security threshold of
48.663% hashing power.

3.5 Transaction propagation delays
The propagation delays for transactions are considerably longer
than those for blocks (Fig. 3). In Bitcoin, transactions require 6.356 s
to reach 50% of the nodes in the network, compared to the corre-
sponding value of only 0.454 s for blocks. The tail of the distribution
is quite long, with 95% of nodes taking 24.983 s to receive a trans-
action. The mean delay is, consequently, 10.062 s. While Decker et
al. [11] did not study transaction delays, data from other sources
show that transaction delays were less than 2 s in the median in
January 2016, and have increased over time [17].

Litecoin and Dogecoin also have large delays, withmedian delays
of 4.268 s and 4.339 s, respectively, as shown in Tab. 4. Much like
Bitcoin, their transaction propagation delay distributions feature
long tails: It takes 16.052 s for 95% of nodes in Litecoin to receive
a transaction, and the corresponding value for Dogecoin is even
higher, at 20.493 s. Bitcoin Cash, in contrast to the other three
blockchains, experiences much lower delays of only 0.461 s in the
median and 0.892 s in the mean.

The P2P protocol defines only one method for transaction prop-
agation: the legacy propagation method using INV messages (re-
fer §2). Every advertisement of a new transaction, therefore, re-
quires multiple round trips, depending on the size of the transaction,
between the nodes exchanging the data. Nodes must also fully ver-
ify a transaction before they can re-advertise that transaction to
others. The transaction volume is also quite high. Dogecoin, which
features the lowest amount of transactions of all the four stud-
ied blockchains, still handles around 20,000 new transactions per
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Table 5: Number of unique peer IP addresses and the number
of ASes to which they belong.

Network Unique IP addrs. Unique ASes

Bitcoin 8247 1435
Bitcoin Cash 503 118
Litecoin 3044 118
Dogecoin 14,856 1568

day, followed by Bitcoin Cash with about 80,000 new transactions
per day. Litecoin and Bitcoin, in contrast to the other two, handle
more than 130,000 transactions per day. The inefficient propagation
method coupled with the high volume of transactions may help
explain the large transaction propagation delays.

Another potential factor behind the large delays is churn in the
P2P network. Bitcoin Cash had the most steady network, with most
nodes remaining connected throughout the observation period. In
addition, almost all nodes in the Bitcoin Cash network advertised
a transaction as it was announced. The other three blockchains,
in contrast, observed a high degree of churn: Many nodes were
transient. Furthermore, many nodes did not participate in relaying
transactions, which may also result in transactions taking a long
time to be disseminated to all nodes in the network. These facts
may both help explain the discrepancies between block and transac-
tion propagation delays as well as the low transaction propagation
delays for Bitcoin Cash.

4 A PEEK INTO THE P2P NETWORKS
In this section, we review the key enablers of the highly efficient
(i.e., low-latency) blockchain (P2P) networks.

We observed a substantial number of IP addresses for peers in
each of the four different blockchains (Tab. 5). Bitcoin Cash was an
outlier with at least an order of magnitude smaller number of peers
than the other networks. We observed that the number of stable
nodes, i.e., those that remained connected for prolonged periods of
time, varied significantly across the four networks. Bitcoin Cash and
Litecoin had 86% and 74% of stable nodes, respectively, while Bitcoin
and Dogecoin only had 47% and 32% of such nodes. Since high
churn adversely affects propagation delays [20], the large fraction
of stable nodes (i.e., fraction experiencing no churn) for Bitcoin
Cash and Litecoin may have a key part in their comparatively low
propagation delays.

4.1 Underlying network infrastructure
We used Team Cymru’s IP-to-ASN mapping [3] to identify the
autonomous system (AS) associated with each IP address we gath-
ered (from the peers) from the four different blockchain networks.
Bitcoin and Dogecoin nodes exhibit a diverse geographical foot-
print, with nodes present in more than a thousand different ASes.
These networks are, as a consequence, perhaps less susceptible
to network-level attacks or outages. Bitcoin Cash and Litecoin, in
contrast to the other two, have nodes deployed in relatively few
ASes (Tab. 5). Litecoin’s AS footprint is quite limited despite having
a P2P network that is approximately six times bigger than that of
Bitcoin Cash.

Table 6: Percentages of blockchain P2P nodes hosted on cloud-
provider networks.

ASN Bitcoin Bitcoin Cash Litecoin Dogecoin

Amazon 7.70 17.89 8.08 0.78
Digital Ocean 3.30 9.94 3.58 0.23
Google 3.78 1.99 1.28 0.24
OVH 2.24 2.58 3.55 0.44

Per Tab. 6, a substantial number of nodes are deployed in cloud-
provider networks. The percentage of nodes on any one provider,
however, is not significant, with the exception of Bitcoin Cash: We
observed 17.89% of Bitcoin Cash nodes deployed on Amazon’s cloud.
There are also obvious overlaps in the use of cloud infrastructure
across the four different blockchain networks. The cloud providers
in total account for around 30% of all nodes in the different networks.
Several factors may explain this reliance of blockchains on cloud
providers and hosting services. One potential reason could be the
size of the blockchains being too large to store on typical disks:
Bitcoin requires, for instance, around 350GB of storage. It might
also be cheaper to deploy a node on cloud hosting services than to
personally maintain a permenently online infrastructure.

We also find that a significant overlap between the geographic
locations (i.e., centralization in physical deployment) of nodes in
the different networks. To analyze the geographic footprint of the
deployment of nodes in a network, we geolocated the IP addresses
of the observed peers using Maxmind’s Geolite2 City geolocation
database [23]. Since IP geolocation databases are notoriously error-
prone, we restrict our attention to only the country-level predictions
of this database, which is well-known to have a high accuracy. At
least 25% of the nodes across all networks are located in the United
States, followed by Germany or China, as shown in Fig. 4. That a
significant number of nodes use digital hosting services may explain
the geographic deployment footprint (and the overlaps), since such
digital hosting services have considerable infrastructure in the US
and Germany.

4.2 On the lack of geographic diversity
The lack of geographic diversity may be partially responsible for
the low block propagation delays. Even if physical proximity be-
tween endpoints does not always translate to low (network) latency
between them, nodes that are physically close to one another may
have a low latency connection. The physical proximity might two
miners or mininig pools to establish a low-latency link between
them, if one does not already exist, since the cost of such links
should be a fraction of that already invested by the miners in their
infrastructure.

One potential issue with the large amount of infrastructure shar-
ing we observe across the different blockchains it that it may in-
troduce single points of failure [16, 18, 19]. Should one of these
digital hosting services, such as Amazon, experience outages, a
considerable number of nodes across all the four blockchains may
suffer connectivity issues; these nodes might not be able to continue
mining successfully, if they become sequestered, for instance, from
the majority of the nodes in the P2P network. Even if not all of
these nodes are miners, the loss of connectivity experienced by
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Figure 4: The top ten countries that host nodes for each blockchains. A large fraction of nodes in every network is located in the
United States, followed by Germany, with the exception of Dogecoin, which has a large fraction of its nodes in China.

Table 7: Percentages of blockchain P2P nodes located in net-
works of state-owned Internet operators.

Bitcoin Bitcoin Cash Litecoin Dogecoin

5.17 1.19 10.25 23.88

some nodes (because of failures) may have non-trivial implications,
e.g., in terms of propagation delays, for the blockchains.

4.3 Susceptibility to nation-state attacks
A recent network-measurement effort identified the ASes of state-
owned Internet operators in countries around the world [6]. We
looked up the ASes of the IP addresses of peers we discovered in
the different blockchains against this database of state-owned ASes.
Our analyses revealed that a non-trivial fraction of the nodes of
different blockchains are deployed in networks that are owned by
state-owned network providers. Bitcoin, the largest cryptocurrency
by market capitalization today, has about 5% of its nodes in state-
owned networks. Relatively new blockchains such as Litecoin have
twice as many nodes as Bitcoin deployed in state-owned networks.
While Bitcoin Cash has comparatively few nodes in state-owned
ASes, nearly a quarter of Dogecoin’s network infrastructure is
deployed in state-owned ASes. Such deployment footprints have
crucial implications for the stability and security of blockchains.
Sudden changes in laws, such as the Chinese government banning
of cryptocurrency mining in June 2021, may significantly affect
such nodes and lower a network’s total hashing power.

5 LIMITATIONS
We used a one observer node for each of the four blockchains
studied in this work, and all our observer nodes were physically
colocated in Amsterdam, NL. The observer nodes, furthermore,
only use IPv4 for peering, although reference implementations
of nodes in most blockchains support IPv6. These two factors in
combination may limit or bias our view of the P2P network of the
different blockchains.

The observer buffers all data received from a peer, prior to pro-
cessing. Only when the data (i.e., block or transaction announce-
ment) is drained from the buffer, the processing thread can times-
tamp the entry. Therefore, when the observer is congested, i.e., as
a result of receiving an overwhelming number of updates from a
large number of peers, the “receive times” of announcements might
be inaccurate. Such issues should not, however, introduce errors
beyond a few milliseconds.

Notably absent from this study is Ethereum, which is the sec-
ond largest cryptocurrency by market capitalization. The imple-
mentation differences between Ethereum and the other Bitcoin-
based blockchains require some more thought into designing and
performing precise experiments and analyses. We leave the inclu-
sion of Ethereum as well as a longitudinal measurement study of
blockchains to future work.

6 RELATEDWORK
Decker et al. studied the information propagation delays in Bitcoin
in 2013 [11]. Bitcoin and its network have evolved substantially over
the years since that study. Several optimizations aimed at improving
propagation delays and transaction throughout have since been
adopted. This work, hence, focussed on reappraising the delays in
Bitcoin, by modifying the original approach to take into account the
recent protocol changes and optimizations. Recently, Neudecker
et al. studied various characteristics of the Bitcoin network [29].
Compared to both these prior work, we evaluated the effect of the
recent optimizations on the performance and security aspects of
Bitcoin as well as three other large PoW blockchains.

While Decker et al. [11] outline how the propagation delays of
Bitcoin affect its security, Kovalchuk et al. [21] derive a formula to
calculate the security threshold for any blockchain given the block
generation time and the propagation delays in the network. Follow-
ing these prior work, we use the empirically measured propagation
delays for calculating the security thresholds of blockchains.

Mariem et al. investigated the state of Bitcoin’s centralization in
2020 by crawling the network [22]. In a similar vein, we utilized the
IP addresses of peers that we discovered in the different networks
to study the state of decentralization (or the lack thereof) of not
only Bitcoin, but also of three other large PoW blockchains. Our
experiments are easy to replicate and all the required artifacts are
publicly available [14].

Many prior efforts focussed on discovering the network topolo-
gies of the P2P networks of blockchains. AddressProbe and Coin-
Scope, for instance, reveal the Bitcoin topology and show that
despite having low propagation delays, the inclusion of a transac-
tion into a block may be affected by influential nodes in the Bitcoin
network [25]. Our work is orthogonal to this study: Assuming that
miners are honest with benign intent, we simply study how fast
information propagates in different networks, and investigate some
of the factors that have resulted in low delays.

PoW blockchains use substantial amounts of electricity, and
there is, unsurprisingly, rich literature on analyzing the energy
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use of blockchains and their implications. De Vries [10] found that
Bitcoin consumed at least 2.55GW of energy, with an upper bound
of up to 7.67GW, in 2018. A more recent study, in 2020, found that
Bitcoin used around 4.3GW of electricity [15]. They also showed
that blockchains other than Bitcoin added another 50% to the total
electricity consumption, with Litecoin using 0.164GW, Dogecoin
using 0.157GW, and Bitcoin Cash using 0.153GW. Reducing the
propagation delays will ensure that the invaluable energy already
spent in mining a block is not wasted by the network. To this
end, our study shows that the P2P networks of four large PoW
blockchains are quite efficient, with small propagation delays.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we analyzed the information propagation delays in
four of the largest proof-of-work Blockchains: Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash,
Litecoin, and Dogecoin. We showed that the propagation delays
in Bitcoin have reduced significantly—from 6.5 s to 0.45 s in the
median—since they were first studied in 2013. Our measurements
indicate that the propagation delays are rather small in all four
blockchains.

If we reflect upon these delays and assume that all miners experi-
ence similar propagation delays, we can deduce the average cost of
energy waste that they effect in the different blockchains. Using the
current estimates of energy consumption of Bitcoin of around 132.5
TWh/year [9, 12], we estimate a median wastage of around 0.449
TWh/year (0.00339%) resulting purely from propagation delays.
This estimate provides an upper bound of the energy waste stem-
ming only from propagation delays. In calculating this estimate, we
assume that any individual miner or node may mine a block, which
is generally considered a rare case since the majority of miners
participate in mining pools [5]. We estimate a lower bound of 0.376
TWh/year, if we assume the most powerful mining pool mines a
block, which (as of this writing) would be a mining pool with 16.2%
of mining power in the network. While these estimates indicate a
substantial energy waste, the loss might be still limited given the
concentration of nodes in a few geographic locations. We hope that
this work provides a reference point for blockchain designers and
researchers to understand (a) the current state of the networks and
(b) the implications of delays on energy waste, and nudges them
towards further optimizing these networks.
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